R ECENT R EVIEWS
America’s Top-Rated Smaller Cities:
A Statistical Profile
“features make this work especially valuable to business people, people looking to relocate,
government workers, real estate consultants, and students. This is a useful compendium of data
about America’s smaller cities and the enhancements to this edition greatly improve its usefulness.”
-ARBA
“This work will appeal to private individuals or businesses considering relocation, professionals
considering expanding their business or changing careers, or just readers searching for reliable
statistical data. Recommended for public and academic libraries and specialized collections.”
–Library Journal
“Although this work describes fewer cities than Kevin Heubusch's The New Rating Guide to
Life in America's Small Cities (1997), its coverage is far more thorough, focused, and detailed. A
useful addition to public and academic library reference collections.”
–Choice
“A quick and handy (although weighty) reference tool, this work will have a wide and grateful
audience. For those considering a move or concerned with business or market expansion, or for the
just plain curious, this volume should more than meet their beginning information needs regarding city
profiles. This guide is recommended for public and academic libraries.”
–ARBA
“The additional coverage and updated data makes the new edition of Top-Rated Smaller Cities
an appealing purchase. This would be a good addition to general reference collections in academic
and public libraries looking for basic information on smaller cities. Business libraries might consider
the volume if their clientele needs data on smaller cities, but otherwise its value in a business
collection is limited.”
-James Galbraith, Columbia University Libraries

“Finding In-depth, up-to-date material on cities can be frustrating for researchers looking for
information that will impact life’s many choices. These volumes provide excellent, comprehensive
information on smaller urban communities. This set is a valuable resource for graduating college
students. Career professionals who want to move to an unfamiliar community will find these volumes
useful in making an informed decision about relocation.”
- Choice magazine
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